HoY Newsletter 25th January 2021—Year 7
Head of Year’s Message:
Hello Year 7,
I hope that you and your families are all safe and well!
Can you believe that we are already 3 weeks into our online learning journey? It feels for us that it has gone so fast
but it seems like forever since we had you in school. Mrs Bush and I are in school each week and it is not the same
without seeing you running up and down the Year 7 corridor – even if you should be walking!
We are incredibly proud at how you are handling your online learning. More and more I am hearing about 100%
attendance in lessons which is incredible – if you are not logging on to each and every lesson at the minute try next
week to do so - there will be prizes for our highest attendees when you are back in school. And although getting the
highest attendance is great, I am extremely pleased with how many of you have improved your attendance from
the first week until now. There will absolutely be prizes for those that have had positive changes to their attendance as well.
As much as we know your online learning is important, we also know you are spending a great deal more time in
front of a screen. Make sure that you take regular breaks from your laptops, tablets and phones and get some fresh
air at lunch time or at the end of the day.
If you complete any fantastic work over the next few weeks, make sure you tell your teacher to let Mrs Bush and I
know so that we can see how amazing you are doing!
If you have any problems please make sure you reach out to your form tutors, Mrs Bush, Mrs Mulliner or Me and
we will help and support you.
We hope to see you soon – stay safe,
Miss Nicholson and the Year 7 team

Attendance over lockdown
If your child is going to be absent from any of our online learning please follow our standard procedure of contacting the attendance team and stating a reason for their absence.
Attendance team: 01277 238919

Stars of the Week
Jessica H 7C – Jessica has demonstrated a high level on engagement in all of her subjects so far this term. Her engagement in Science, Art and PE have been particularly great with her teachers highlighting that her work in lockdown has been outstanding. Fantastic effort Jessica – keep up the good work!
Jeremiah O 7T – Jeremiah has been working extremely hard in all of his subjects and has fantastic attendance to his
lessons. Jeremiah’s PE, Science and Maths teachers have been particularly impressed with not only his attendance
to lessons but also his level of engagement with his input into lessons and the work he is submitting. Keep working
hard Jeremiah!

Excellent work
Miss Bowerfield has been experiencing some fantastic Music lessons with you all so far but would like to especially
highlight 7M1. Ted C, Tawheed O, Hollie D, Ella-Jane B, Christine A, Babawale I and Thomas M were particularly
outstanding and she wanted your efforts to be recognised!! Keep up the good work!!

Mrs Kuhn was extremely impressed with the story mountain produced by Kiersten L 7T.

Miss Jordan had some fantastic work in English from their make your own version of the Globe creations
on Minecraft. Here is Alex R and Connor B’s amazing models! Good job boys and the whole of 7g2

Zac O, 7C, has completed some fantastic research to make sure he got all of Mr Gregory’s worksheet 100% correct!
Well done Zac!

George A, 7R

Sienna Q 7S

Maya L 7C

Jaden F 7C

The PE department have been blown away by the fantastic work produced in the theory part of your PE lessons.
These are just a small number of the amazing skeletons that were created and labelled!

House points

3084

2164

2943

3700

2541

Here are the up to date house points for Year 7.
Keep all your HoY challenges coming in and ensure you are working hard to gain
achievement points for your house!

